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PREFACE

This work concerns on a possible process found by the satellite thermal monitoring of the
earth surface in a global scale.

In these years, the satellites for monitoring the earth has had launched for monitoring
the earth surface process. Some of them are for practical application in public services.

In this work, the author concentrates his interest to a polar orbital ocean circulation.
First, a glance of the recent information and trend of the research works in the field of
geophysical aspects, especially, in the field of oceanography.

By this time, the human activity had been limited in the sea water zones facing the
coastal zones in the recent half century. In the first half of the last century, the earth as a
planet in the solar system had been a strong interest for the natural scientist.
Nevertheless, the scientists seems to be forced to concentrate their contribution in the
man-made processes found in the natural processes on the earth for these years.

The accumulated data and contributions by this time now a key for finding some
processes which have been seen easily around the human activity.

One of the human interests is to see the natural processes in a descriptive aspect as a
first step. Next to this, those interests might be concentrated in how to see what
mechanism could be possible to appear the interested processes in nature. Human
activity has been active to utilize the fruits of the scientific findings. Though they have to
aware ofwhat is their affects to the environments around the human activity.

Anyone of the dynamical processes in nature could be formulated at present to realize in
a scope of science. A solution of dynamic process might make us to see what is the nature
on the earth.

At present, the satellites have been launched in order to monitor not only for the earth
surface but the space outside of the earth. Now, we have to see what processes are seen on
the earth as a planet.

For this purpose, the satellite data should be utilized after developing the advanced
techniques, for example, applying electro magnetics. Such an application might lead us to
see what is true processes on the earth.

In this work, a specific example of the research works is introduced for finding a key to
consider the future of the human activity.

Lastly, the author has to notice that this research work was started as a scientific project
in Kyoto University in 1960 after Professor Shoitiro Hayami as a geophysical scientist. He
constructed the first offshore oceanographic tower in the Northwestern Pacific. This
Tower has been contributive for helping not only the oceaograophic reseach but the other
related research fields. This Tower is effective even at present.

DirectOr (Retired), Sirahama Oceanographic Observatory
Kyoto University
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1. PHENOMENOLOGICAL ASPECT

OCEAN FRONT IN RELATION TO OVERTURN OF OCEAN CIRCULATION
IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC

(This work lead to suggests that the most aged ocean water is in the deep sea
ofthe Northwest Pacific, and a possible phenomenological pattern to show
a Pacific-Antarctic-Atlantic Link)

--
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1. PHENOMENOLOGICALASPECT
CEAN FRONT IN RELATION TO OVERTURN OF OCEAN CIRCULATION
IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC

Abstract
This work is an extensive work of satellite thermal monitoring of ocean front evolution.
The author has learned the recent contribution for the global ocean circulation. This lead
to introduce a model is possible for the exhausted ocean water in a basin of the NW Pacific
in relation to the down flows in the North Atlantic. This down flows surely an index of the
ocean climate not only in the North Atlantic but in the Pacific. Then, an aging of the
global circulation could be related to the ocean front evolution of the northwestern Pacific
in a global scale. Several notices are given for the related ocean processes of ocean tides in
the equatorial zone of the Pacific and of the ocean thermal leakage at the Bering Strait to
the Arctic Sea It can be accepted an existing of a meridional link of Pacific-Arctic-Atlantic
(PAA-Link) in the climate ofthe deep ocean circulation.

Introduction

A possible model of ocean front evolution in a global scale is studied in relation to ocean
climate in the North Atlantic. This model could be a helpful on for realizing a ocean front
evolution process directly monitored in the northwestern Pacific. The recent contributions
on the three dimensional structure of the global ocean circulation is showing us that the
ocean water in the surface layer is taken to be mainly governed by the meteorological
effects on the sea surface, especially by the wind stress. Nevertheless, the scientists have
found the thermohaline ocean circulation should be a more reasonable at considering on
what was the actual ocean circulation system in the global scale. The deep water motions
have been taken to be faint and maintain a quasi steady so that the deep water motion is
affecting a negligible effect to the sea surface ocean water motion.

A recent oceanographic contribution has been obtained by the advanced instrumentations.
The advanced instrumentations made us to see a more detail of the ocean structures. The
launched satellites have given the data of the ocean surface but of'the undersea state.

However, we have to see a three dimensional structure of the global ocean circulation now.
At this time, it can be considered what interaction is between the surface layer and deep
layer in the ocean.

The author here introduces a possible model for ocean front evolution monitored directly
in relation to the deep ocean flow which is formed by the down flow in the North Atlantic.

Historical Data and Satellite Monitoring

In order to introduce the author's model, it is necessary to note that a possible model of
ocean front evolution has to be studied in relation to ocean climate in the North Atlantic.
For this, the satellite monitoring and the oceanographic observations are taken as the
references.

The deutsche oceanographic expedition [1] must be the first scientIfic work, even though
there might be a plenty knowledge obtained during the pioneer works by the sails for
many years. A glance of the vertical pattern of the oceanographic factors had been seen
after the expedition. Since then, they have undertaken various kinds of surveys by use of



the ships or boats for finding the ocean structure. There have been many data sets of the
oceanographic observations obtained for several hundred years. Even though, the data
was in a form of discrete files so that a faint understanding of the systematic insight on
the ocean was obtained (for example, Sverdrup et al.,1942[2] and, Dietrich, 1957[3]).

In these several ten years, the satellites have been launched to monitor the earth surface.
The recent advanced system of the satellite monitoring informs us a more detailed finding.
Nevertheless, the electromagnetic waves can only informs the sea surface state but what
are undersea.

Combining these data sets obtained on the sea directly and the satellite data for these
years, a bold understanding of the three dimensional understanding could be constructed.

What is found by analyses of the data has given an understanding not only on the sea
surface pattern but the deep sea area. Then, we had the time to consider that it is possible
to construct a three dimensional structure ofthe ocean circulation in a global scale.

Double Diffusion and Ocean Front

In order to see an ocean front evolution, it is necessary to remind what physical process is
on the interested ocean front which is on the ocean surface though a subsurface interface
between the coastal and ocean water is formed.

The ocean front and the ocean subsurface interface is formed by a different two waters as
noted above. The two waters interact their motions each other so that equation of motion
for the waters around the ocean front should be described as that is done for a densimeric
water motion.

Equation of motion for each ofthe waters can be described as follows:

au/at +u\7u:::: -(g/p)\7h+ \7Lu \7u], ···························,·················(1)

where, assumed field for the field of water velocity u under the water surface h in the
frame of time t and an arbitrary space governed by the earth's gravity g for the water of
density p of viscosity J1 • The notatiQn \7 denotes special gradient. The numerals of p and
J1 for the coastal water and for the ocean water should be specified, for example, as those
expressed in a given suffices. As for the coastal water, notation is p = p c and J1 = J1 c, and
as for the ocean water, p =p 0 and J1:::: J1 0 respectively.

In the ocean water and the coastal water, each density is not uniform though a
macroscopic expression is used by several equivalent indices for a convenience instead of
the exact material indices as those indices for specific water in a scope of basic physics.

As is already known, there are many kinds of the dissolved materials in the ocean water
and the coastal water. Several dissolved materials are in a form of ions and the other are
in a form of suspended fine particles. Even though, the water motion in the ocean is
mainly determined the specific diss~lved materials, i.e., the saJinity. The others are
indices for local specifying factors.

A more important factor is the water temperature which has closely related to the
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dependency of the water density.

Then, the water motion in the sea should be analyzed with a consideration of densimetric
stratified fluid which is determined by temperature and salinity. That is to say, the
density of the sea water is determined approximately the two factors noted above. So that,
the density can be expressed as a function of temperature T ( Kelvin) and salinity ( unit
per mille) S "in situ" in practice, for example, p =p (S, T).

The bathymetric condition in the ocean is also an important factor at considering the deep
water motion in a stratified layer. In this case, the density is determined by an additional
depth factor because the compressibility of the ocean water is effective to see the vertical
structure of the sea water. This means that the density of the sea water should be a
function of temperature T, salinity S and water depth D (meter),i.e., p = p (S, T, D).

The two factors T and S of the sea water, both of the coastal water and the ocean water,
are diffusive property respectively. Then, a diffusion equation should be introduced at the
analyses of the ocean water motion, especially around the ocean front.

It can be expressed the diffusion equation for the ocean water as follows:

[aT/at, as/atJ + u[\7T, \7SJ= -[\7 KT (\7T) , \7 K8(\7S)J. ···············(2)

where, the notation K is diffusion parameter with suffices T and S for temperature and
salinity respectively.

Diffusion of thermal energy is not to be diffusion of salinity, so that the numeral index of
K for T is not same to that for S. This salinity is a simplified form of the index used

widely in the field of oceanography. Exactly, the sea water is a solution of many solvents
essentially though the symbolic index S may be useful at extending the formulation of the
diffusion process as well as the other physical, chemical or biological process. In these
years, a more convenient index is introduced for biological processes in the ocean after
defining index for concentration of Chlorophill-a as a represent~tive of the other minor
factors. Optical satellite monitoring and remote sensing have been cast for these several
ten years in order to find a biological process in relation to a dynamics of ocean flow.

Down Flow of Ocean Water

As is well understood, the meridional ocean circulation system is effective to see the global
ocean circulation as a three dimensional process, even though it is yet primitive. This
process could be possible to consider the two layers of the ocean, i.e., the surface layer and
the deep layer with the down flows surface to the deep in Labrador Sea and Nordic Sea.

In the ocean water circulation updated, the deep water flow is formed by the ocean water
of the down flow in the North Atlantic. There might be a key of several minor down flows
just around the Antarctic coastal zones (for example, Kuhlbrot et aI.[4]). Marotzke[5, 6]
has already noted on "the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation" in 1991 and
1997.

The down flow in the North Atlantic forms a deep water flow along the western part of the
Atlantic to get to the circum polar deep flow which direct to east to form a upwelling in
the Indian Ocean, and direct to more east to intrude into the South Pacific.
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In the South Pacific, an upwelling off Peru contributes the surface flow to the west. This
flow in the tropical zone strongly affects to the ocean climate in the northwestern Pacific.

A branch of the circum polar deep flow passing off the south ofAustralia and New Zealand,
crosses the equator to get to the Philippines Basin to be stored as an exhausted water.
This water might be the most aged ocean water in the world. Amount of this storage must
be increase to raise the sea level in the Basin.

It must be possible to see what age is the oldest deep ocean water in the Basin if the
sampling could be successful or a remote sensing of the radio-isotopic monitoring for a
specific element. For example, the natural radio-isotope of K might be a good index
because its decay time is 1.277 x 109 year for 4°K ({3 -decay, electr~m capture, or (3 +decay).
In this case, the reference should be 39K found in natural condition in the deep sea water.

Aged Deep Water Effect to Ocean Front Evolution

As noted above, the down flow in the North Atlantic suggesting to get to the Philippine
Basin of the northwestern Pacific through the Southern Circum Polar Current. Some of
the recent reports tell us that the oldest water has been found in the deep sea of the
Philippine Basin after aging of the dissolved oxygen. The water from the North Atlantic
might have got to the Basin after dissipating the original dissolved oxygen. This oldest
ocean water might increase and be stored there to raise the sea level of the Basin in a long
year period. The author here considers that this water in the tropical zone forms a stable
deep layer to swell up the sea surface and to raise the sea level in the tropical zone. This
could affect the ocean front evolution in the northwestern Pacific which had been
monitored well by the recent satellites. This effect of the oldest deep sea water to the
ocean front evolution might be found in a spacial undulation and in a timely variation.

With our knowledge on the potential of the water motion on the earth, increase of the old
water in the northwestern Pacific can be effective to spread the surface ocean water to
intensify degree of convergence on the ocean front to result an ocean front evolution
activated around the spreading water mass. This might be a cause of no intermediate
eddies in the offshore side of the ocean front in the northwestern Pacific. Nevertheless,
the details to this process must be clarified by utilizing a more advanced instrumentation
and a more advanced numerical model in near future.

As it has been well understood, the ocean front evolution process in the northwestern
Pacific is not so simple in spacial undulation of its pattern and in timely variations of its
form as seen on the sea surface.

Considering some other factors possibly related to the ocean front evolution, one of the
factors controlling the ocean front evolution process in a long time scale than the age of
the oldest water could be the deep water mass transported from the Atlantic.

Then, the author tends to introduce a conceptual model on the basis of what stated as
above. This model is now a hypothetical one but realistic when the data of the sea level
and ocean surface flow obtained for these one hundred years and the satellite monitoring
of the ocean front evolution. .

The author here feels it necessary to notice that any numerical model can not give us any
answer to the interested process of the ocean front evolution because numerical

---
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computation is an approximated technique for a related dynamical theory but a solution
of a theory which is constructed on the bases of the dynamical background. Numerical
processing for an interested process is simply a replaced approximation in a manipulation
technique as that the numerical model gives a realistic solution equivalent to the actual
ocean processes.

An expression of differential equation is formed in a dynamical background with an
assumption and under some specifying conditions. Generally, this equation is in a form of
nonlinear. A linear equation has been used for an approximated form in convenience. It is
only for some restrict case that the exact solution can be obtained for the nonlinear case of
the equation. Mathematical techniques does not necessarily promise an exact solution for
the interested differential equation constructed on the bases of dynamics.

At present, the author feels that it forces an introduction of nwnerical model in
convenience for his display of the possible ocean front evolution as a result of the effect of
the old water swelling in the Philippines Basin.

In near future, an advanced mathematical technique might be an effective for the purpose
of the problem introduced in this work.

On the other hand, the other advanced remote sensing techniques might be developed
well for realizing what process is fact even when. a-model is solved mathematically.

Recently, in the early stage of the year of 2008, the 21st century, the ED project of the
JASON-2 mission is started for the expected earth surface monitoring.

What is important here is to see what process is actually effective at considering the
mechanism of the ocean front evolution in relation to the ocean climate in the North
Atlantic.

Effects of Ocean Tides

Considering the global ocean circulation, some of the scientists are anxious to evaluate
water mass transport across the equatorial zone to the other hemisphere. This probletn
might be rather minor problem in the global ocean circulation. As we have had learned
already by this time, it is clear that the ocean tides might be little contributive factors
only for energy exchange of the ocean water masses in the northern and southern
hemisphere. Several straits around the islands of Indonesia and Papua New Guinea are
in the equatorial zone of the western Pacific. These straits are connecting several basins
with sea area of about 4000 meters, so that it is hard to consider any significant water
mass exchange and mixing in the sea area in the equatorial zone. Nevertheless, the
author feels it unfortunate that there is no up-dated data but a poor data of ocean
observation in the interested equatorial zone even at present.

There has been introduced a concept of "tidal residual current" for a problem on coastal
processes but "tidal residual sea level" in the last quarter of the twenty century. This
concept is not consistent to the phenomena of periodic tides found not only in the ocean
but in the atmosphere and on the earth.

The author has understanding of that the tidal residual current is simply defined as that
for convenience of a issue to a citizen notice to describe the water mass displacement in a
coastal zone in 24hours. Hence, this "residual" does not have any dynamical meaning.
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Essentially, the ocean tides are consists many constituents of solar and lunar tides. The
ocean tides are a resultant process of these constituents so that the ocean tide process is a
resultant process of the corresponding periodical processes essentially.

Bering Sea and Arctic Sea

Adding to the above, the author has to notice about a thermohaline leakage of the Bering
Sea to the Arctic Sea through the Bering Straight. This must be the most contributive
process for the September sea ice extent change in the Arctic Sea as a natural process.

What the author noticed above could be understood looking at a ,satellite thermal pattern
of the sea surface around the Bering Strait, even though the pattern must be a resolution
of around a 5km or 10km scale in a period of September ice extent in the Arctic Sea. The
pattern on the sea surface shows a thermal tongue which is suggesting that the sea water
in the Bering Sea is intruding into the Arctic Sea through the Bering Sea. The pattern is
composed by a data set of a satellite thermal monitoring of the sea surface after a data
which was processed for making a global satellite thermal pattern on the sea surface in a
resolution of a 5km or 10 km scale. This satellite thermal pattern tells us that a leakage of
the Bering Sea water into the Arctic Sea at least in September every year.

The above global satellite thermal pattern forces to aware of us that the satellite thermal
monitoring informing an intrusion of the Bering Sea linked to the Pacific into the Arctic
Sea through the Bering Strait. When the open sea is found in the Arctic Sea, the surface
water is easily controlled by an atmospheric effect in a form of wind dynamical action or
by a thermal effect in a form of cooling on the sea surface just around a local area of the
Arctic Sea where the Bering Sea.

Then, the sea surface of the Arctic Sea could easily get to the North Atlantic. When the ice
sheet is covering the surface water of the Arctic Sea, the ice sheet acts as a isolator of any
atmospheric cooling during the cold season. This might make it possible to aintain a water
leakage of the Bering Sea into the Arctic Sea.

This means that the global satellite monitoring has given a linkage of the sea waters of
the down flow of cold sea water to form a deep current in the North Atlantic flowing as a
Antarctic circum current in the deep layer, and a part of this Antarctic circum current
might turn to get to a terminal in a deeper layer of the northwestern Pacific. A compiling
water of this deeper layer could be a trigger to raise the sea level of the interested area in
the Pacific, to affect for the ocean front evolution, and to affect for the water motion in the
Bering Sea. This linkage must be not so strong at comparing to that of the circum-polar
current induced by the atmospheric effects in the surface layer around the Antarctic Sea.
This can be named as a meridional link of Pacific-Arctic-Atlantic (in short, as "PAA-Link")

Then, it can be understood that two kinds of ocean current circulation is existing in a
global scope. This fact has been found by the satellite monitoring of the sea surface
thermal pattern since the first satellite mission of the earth surface.

Next step of the satellite thermal monitoring of the sea surface might be to see its
evolution for a long tome period in a g10bal scale.

Since 1990s, it has been raised that a consistent trend of the man-made activity may be
the decrease the September sea ice extent in the Arctic Sea as noted in the period between
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1900 to 2100, for example, by Stroeve et aI.[7l in Geophysical Research Letters
(Vo1.34,2007). This is introduced in the publication by Carlson and Giorannoni [8J.

Nevertheless, the author has to notice here that the global processes have the history of
about 4500,000,000 years though the significant man-made processes have been raised
their attentions for these several ten years. We have to be careful at considering the
future ofthe global processes with consideration in a proper time scale.

Conclusions

The author introduced a problem of ocean front evolution in relation to the ocean climate
in the North Atlantic where the down flow of the ocean water of the surface layer moving
to the deep layer to form a vertical circulation in the global ocean'.

Referring to see what is found in a satellite thermal monitoring of global ocean circulation
after the author's work for updating the global ocean surface thermal pattern, it can be
accepted an existence ofa meridional link of Pacific-Arctic-Atlantic

The ED project of the JASON-2 mission and the other operating satellites are surely
effective for advanced works in the following hundreds years in relation to processes
introduced by the author as noted as above.

The author wishes to have an advanced mathematical technique for solving the equation
in order to realize much more about the ocean front evolution in a scope of dynamics.

An advance in the remote sensing techniques is also expected in near future for promoting
the interested problem to realize what should be the actual process in the global ocean
circulation.
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2. DYNAMICAL ASPECT

OCEAN FRONT IN THE NORTHWEST PACIFIC AND BERING SEA WATER
INTRUDING INTO THE ATLANTIC SEA

(This work is concentrated to an interest to introduce a linealized dynamical model
in order to see that one of the solutions shows an inertia motion of ocean water
after reviewing the specific oceanographic and geophysical contributions)

- .
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2. DYNAMICAL ASPECT
OCEAN FRONT IN THE NORTHWEST PACIFIC AND BERING SEA WATER
INTRUDING INTO THE ANTARCTIC SEA

S. Nakamura
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan

Abstract

In this work, the author introduces a simplified model for a dynamical understanding of
the intruding Bering Sea water to form an ocean thermal front, in the Arctic Sea. First,
some notes are given about the recent reports of the phenomenological processes around
the Bering Strait, the Bering Sea and the Arctic Sea. Referring to what is our knowledge
on the ocean front formation in the area of the Arctic zone, a dynamical illustration is
introduced for having a key to see what part is caused by the natural process and what is
the way to distinguish the ma-made effect out of the information in the satellite thermal
monitoring.

Introduction

The author introduces a simplified model for a dynamical understanding of the intruding
Bering Sea water to form an ocean thermal front in the Arctic Sea For a convenience,
recent reported contents are introduced to see what processes are found in these ten years.
Then, a recent work on the global ocean circulation is introduce in order to help at
considering on the Bering Sea water intrusion into the Arctic Sea on the bases of the
satellite thermal monitoring for not only seeing the natural process but distinguishing the
man-made disturbances in the global process of the ocean circulation. A model might help
us to have a dynamical understanding ofthe intrusion in the interested sea area.

Update Information ofAntarctic

The author has had several reports on satellite thermal monitoring of ocean front
evolution in a mid latitude zone. It was the site of the Northwest Pacific so that satellite
thermal mentoring had been undertaken after directly receiving the satellite signal and
processing the signal for obtaining a series of the ocean front evolution by utilizing a desk
top personal computer. What is the point must be that the ocean thermal front can be
found as a maximum of thermal gradient on the sea surface in the obtained pattern after
processing the satellite data.

In this work, an example of ocean front in the Arctic Sea formed by an intrusion of the
Bering Sea water. This intrusion might have been appeared many times in some other
scientific publications. For example, Shimada et al. [1] in 2006 noticed on the Pacific
Ocean inflow as an effective factor for influence on catastrophic reduction of sea ice cover.
Stroeve et al. [2] in 2007 have noted on the Arctic Sea ice decrease, that was greater than
forecast. Stroeve et al. [3] in 2008 noted about Arctic sea ice content plummets in the year
of 2007. Gasaard et al. [4] in 2008 noted the Arctic trans'polar drift during dramatic sea
ice retreat. These notes on phenomenological process seem to suggest the author to
promote a research on the specific process in the Antarctic Sea in a scope of
hydrodynamics.
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Global Ocean Circulation

The author found in this time a review on the driving processes ofthe Atlantic meridional
overturn circulation [5] by Kuhlbrot et al. This should be evaluated after finding the
contributions by Marotzke and Willebrand [6] and Marotzke [7]. These works are
descriptive works that notices simply on the phenomenological process in fact.

Nevertheless, what they have written were invaluable at understanding what processes
are found in fact in the area covering not only the Atlantic but the ocean area of a
world·wide scale.

Now, the author is tending to consider the ocean front formed by the intruding Bering Sea
in the Antarctic in a global scale.

Link ofthe Pacific-Antarctic-Atlantic

Referring to the reports introduced as above and the information about satellite thermal
monitoring of the ocean surface in a global scale, the author produced a modified map of
the deep ocean water circulation as found in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, arrows indicate deep ocean water circulation with a starting point just off the
Newfoundland (blue colored arrows), and the red mark corresponds to the ocean front
formed by the Bering Sea water intrusion into the Arctic Sea.

It is already found a recent trend of the September sea ice extent in the Arctic Sea [8]. In
the cold season in every year, the Arctic sea surface area is covered by the frozen sea ice.
Sea ice of one year might melt away in every summer season but old sea ice group
maintain to cover the sea surface of the Arctic Sea. At the bottom of the old sea ice, salt
trapped in the ice is squeezed with time elapse. When the cold wind blows on the sea
surface opened in the worm season, the sea surface is easily coDied down to be a higher
density of sea water. In addition, the sea ice contains salts as named it in tern of ''brine".
This sea ice tends to squeeze out the salts of the ice content. Then, the salinity of the sea
water just under the old sea ice tends to be dense, and the sea ice tends to be an ice of
more purified frozen water with less salt contents. These processes in the Arctic Sea
might be one of the important factOrs to determine the salinity and temperature of the
waters in the surface layer in the Arctic Sea.

A Dynamical Model

As for the upper layer of the ocean, the wind-induced current system is understood to be
actual pattern in fact. In the ages of Ekman [9], the Coriolis parameter f=2 ill sin cf> was
assumed to be a constant. Henry Stommel [10] and Munk [11] introduced a f-plane model
for the westward intensification of wind-driven ocean currents.

As for thermohaline circulation, a mathematical model was hard to construct for a long
time, though some of the scientists have had challenged to have a ·mathematical solution
as an approximated solution.

Now, the author has to introduce several contributions in the field of meteorology. Shono

-
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[12] had given us his lecture about horizontal inertia motion not only for a local air mass
of a small scale but also for a global process in a large scale. As for the motion in the
tropical zone was analyzed by Whipple in 1917 (published in Philosophical Magazine,
Vol.33, pp.457-471). In 1950, Sasaki analyzed a more general form of the aimed solution
for inertia motion in a global scale which was reduced under the conditions of
conservation of kinetic energy and conservation of absolute angular momentum for a case
of no atmospheric pressure gradient (published in Geophysical Notes, Tokyo University,
Vol.3, No.32). In the author's present work, this could be read as that is, "of no sea water
pressure gradient".

After Sasaki's solution, the author may notice that the expected orbit of the water mass is
determined by the several factors under some assumptions. The author here introduces
only one example of a polar orbital motion as a circulation as shown in Figure 2.

A simple hydrodynamic model is introduced to show that horizontal inertia motion of the
sea water is on a polar orbital path. This polar orbital motion seems boldly supporting a
link of the deep sea water flow from the Atlantic to Arctic through Pacific.

With what about noticed above, the author tends to consider it to be expected an existence
of a link between the Pacific, the Bering Sea, the Arctic Sea and the Atlantic.

Then, the global ocean circulation may be formed by the wind-induced ocean current in
the upper layer, the southern circumpolar current, the deep sea water flow starting at an
cold area in the North Atlantic to get to the mid of the Pacific after flowing south of the
deep of the Indian Ocean and off the Australia.

There are left many problems to be solved successively after introducing any new
techniques.

At the same time, a time series should be considered for satellite thermal monitoring in
order to see the long term variations and in order to find a proper forecasting system of
the global ocean circulation as a total.

Conclusions

The author introduced first a brief review note for the satellite thermal monitoring of the
intruding Bering Sea water as a key "to formation of an ocean front in the Arctic Sea.

The open sea area of the Arctic Sea in summer is easily affected by the cooling effect
caused by the atmospheric winds. In addition, the young sea ice melts in every year to
make an open sea and the old ice grows to cover the sea surface of the Arctic Sea. This ice
cover is effective as a thermal isolator for the sea water under the old ice pack. The old sea
ice shows to affect the ice of quality to be more purified as squeezing the trapped salt in
the ice. The squeezed salt go down to diffuse into the sea water. These effects control the
density and temperature of the sea water under the ice cover in the Arctic Sea.

A simple hydrodynamic model is introduced to show that the horizontal inertia motion of
the sea water is on a polar orbital path. This polar orbital motion is boldly similar to the
deep sea water flow in the ocean. .

With the above notices, the author tends to consider it to be expected an existence of a
link between the Pacific, the Bering Sea, the Arctic Sea and the Atlantic.

-
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3. SATELLITE THERMAL MONITORING

(This work introduces an intrusion of the ocean water of the Bering Sea into the
Atlantic Sea water through the Bering Strait. Referring to the observed data
and the recent researches, this satellite thermal monitoring can support the
above dynamical model of a polar orbital circulation in form of a part of the
global ocean circulation)
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3. SATELLITE THERMAL MONITORING
OSATELLITE DATA SUPPORTING A POLAR ORBITAL OCEAN CIRCULATION

S.Nakamura

Kyoto University

Abstract

This work concerns an ice front evolution in the Arctic Sea referring to the satellite
thermal monitoring. There have been presented many charting of the ocean thermal
pattern on the sea surface in a global scale. The author here in~roduces a hydrodynamic
understanding of the ice front evolution in the interested sea area. The ice front evolution
for the time period between 1980 and 2008 is too short to notice what relation for the ice
front is an effect of global climate change. An equation of motion for the sea water around
the ice front is introduced in order to realize what dynamical process may support the ice
front evolution.

Introduction

There have been introduced many global chart of the sea surface thermal patterns after
processing the existing satellite thermal data by this time. The author introduces a
dynamical process for a case of the ice front evolution. A special reference is taken for the
ice front in the Arctic Sea. In order to show an evaluation of a satellite monitoring of the
ice front in the Arctic Sea, a ocean water intrusion from the Bering Sea to the Arctic Sea
through the Bering Strait is studied on the basis of fluid dynamics. Then, it is noticed
that a solution suggests that a polar orbital ocean circulation as a geophysical fluid
dynamics supports the trend of the ice front evolution in the Arctic Sea. For the author's
convenience, the September ice front evolution in the period of 1980 to 2008 is taken as a
special reference in this work. In order to realize the process of the September ice front
evolution, it should be in need to have a set of the satellite thermal monitoring for a long
time, for example, more than several hundred years in the interested sea area.

Ice Front Evolution

First, an illustration reduced referring to the satellite data, for example, a case of [1] is
introduced the ice front evolution during 1997 to 2008 for the season of September.

The Arctic Sea is covered by a sea ice sheet in the cold season, for example, in December,
January and February. So that, the author considers it better to concentrate his interest
in a September ice front evolution in the Arctic Sea. The September ice front evolution in
the Arctic Sea can be found by a mapping of the ice front location in a several years
interval monitoring (for example, in 1980, in 2005 and in 2007) as shown in Figure 1. This
makes us easy to see what process is found in the September ice evolution.

Nevertheless, this time interval of 17 years is too short to see the global trend of the
September ice front in the Arctic Sea: The author has to notice hel"e the global processes
on the earth should be considered in a time scale of more than several thousand years for
a problem on climate change of the earth.
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Looking at Figure 1, it is easily seen that the specific patterns in the September ice front
evolution is the sea water intrusion from the Bering Sea into the Arctic Sea through the
Bering Strait. This is clearly found in the chart ofthe polar zone where the satellites have
had monitored on the earth surface.

In these years, most of the scientists are tending to call its pattern as a typical example of
the global earth warming effect though this process must be continued for a long time.

Formulation of Inertial Motion

The equation of motion for the ocean water on the rotating earth is decribed in a form as
shown in a following form, i.e.,

(dvr/dt)-fvA-(VA2+v",2)/r = -g -(l/p)(ap/ar) , (1)

where, the origin of the co·ordinate is at the center of the earth, the notations (r, A, c/» are
for the radial axis, the longitudinal axis and latitudinal axis, and the notations of v and p
are for velocity and pressure respectively. Each of the substitutions (r, A , c/» denotes the
axis component respectively. The notation r in this case is the radius 0 the earth. The
density of the sea water is denoted by p. The effects of the earth's rotation are expressed
by £=2 w sin c/> and f' = 2 w cos c/> with the notation w for the earth's angular velocity of
rotation.

When a case of no pressure gradient on the sea surface is seen, the term of ( apI a A) in
(2) and the term (a pI a c/» in (3) are vanish and to be zero value respectively, and the
formulation can be described more simple form [2].

With consideration of no pressure gradient in the equation of motion, the following form
can be reduced to describe as

vr(dvr/dt)+vA(dv A/dt)+v '" (dv",/dt) = .- [g+(11 p)( apI ar)]Vr. . (4)

In a case of horizontal water motion(vr = 0), the above equation can be expressed in an
integrated form, i.e.,

(112)[vA2+V '" 2] = constant = (1I2)Vi2 (5)

This tells us that the kinetic energy is conservative. In this case, absolute angular
momentum is also conservative, so that,

rcosc/> (VA +rwcosc/» =M (6)

The path of the sea water motion can be obtained from (5) and (6).

When an angle et between the orbit and the x axis(a zonal axis in a cartesian co·ordinate
on the sea surface) is defined, then, we have
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VA. = ViCOS 8 t •••...••.••.•••••..•.••••••.•••••.•••••••••..•.•••.••...•..•.•••.•••.••..••.••.••••••...•...•(7)

Substituting the above (7) into (6), then, it can be reduced the following formulation for
the earth's radius a, i.e.,

aVicosc/>cos8t+a2 wcos2 c/> =M (8)

This expression shows the relation between c/> and 8 t, and the orbital pattern of the
water motion can be obtained. In 1950, Yoshikazu Sasaki had solved for several orbital
motions.

Polar Orbital Inertia Motion

Now, one of the solutions can be the polar orbital inertia motion. Introducing several
parameters, an approximated solution can be obtained to demonstrate several patterns
can be possible motion of the interested sea waters. Some bold illustration gives us that
one of the several solutions may be actively supporting what process found around the
Arctic September ice front evolution. This process may be a scale of longer time than the
global climate changing process, because the sea water inertia motion can not be easily
changed or affected to induce a variation like the atmospheric inertia motion.

The path as one of the solutions supports the satellite thermal monitoring of the Arctic
September ice front evolution in pattern.

A more detailed study should be promoted for clarifying what this polar orbital water
motion though it is clearly expected that there is a polar orbital inertial motion link to the
global ocean circulation.

Conclusions

In this work, an Arctic September ice front is introduced first as a result of the satellite
thermal monitoring of the ice front evolution. Then, a simplified linearized model is
introduced for the purpose of seeing what factor is essential as a driving trigger of the ice
front evolution. The author is considering a meridional motion of the sea water could be a
part of the actual sea water motion in the Arctic Sea as the interested sea area. This
motion is well supported by a dynamical solution of a polar orbital ocean circulation,
which could take part of the three dimensional ocean circulation after a more advanced
study in future.
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Figure 1. Arctic September ice-front for 1980;2005 and 2007
(cf.Perovich and Richter-Menge, .2009)
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Monitoring of Satellite Thermal Pattern of an Ocean Front as a
Hydrodynamic Convergence

Shigehisa Nakamura
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan

Abstract- This is an over view of an ocean front as a hydrodynamic convergence. The water
motion on the earth surface may have a conversion process and a diversion process. In this work
a case of ocean process as a conversion process is the author's interest. On the bases of the
knowledge obtained by monitoring of satellite thermal pattern of an ocean front, a notice on a
hydrodynamic convergence is given for more advanced understanding of the ocean front as found
on the sea surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

An over view of an ocean front is introduced as a problem of convergence in the field of "hydrody
namics". Hydrodynamic includes problem of convergence and divergence though the ocean scientist
has recently shown on a global problem of convergence in the ocean [1]. As for the ocean front, the
author introduces some overview with consideration of the factor "convergence" in this work.

This work concerns an over view of'an ocean front as a hydrodynamic convergence. The author
has noted the ocean front formed by two waters, i.e., a coastal and ocean waters to be found as a
line on the sea surface. This ocean front c~n be weI! monitored by using a satellite. This technique
has helped the author's finding of the specific properties of an ocean front on the sea surface. By
this time, it was discussed mainly about several specific patterns of an ocean front, for example, in
the northwestern Pacific. Similar pattern can be found in the Atlantic (around the Gulf Stream) or
in the South Pacific (as the western boundary flow off the eastern boundary of Australia). After the
author's monitoring of satellite thermal pattern of the ocean front in the northwestern Pacific, it is
clarified that the front has a close relation to the western boundary current named as "Kuroshio".
The front pattern is significantly governed by the costal configuration and varies its spacial pattern
with the time elapse. The author has first introduced several cases that including some specific
pattern of the ocean front at a shot reduced from the signals directly received by a system of an
antenna and a software for the data processing. Successively, several case of timely change process
of the ocean surface front has been obtained during a continuous satellite monitoring of the sea
surface in the foot print covering the interested ocean front. This lllonitoring has given a key to
the author for helping to develop a model of ocean front evolution on the sea surface referring to
his understanding of hydrodynamics. Adding to the above, it was found that a satellite thermal
plateau and a satellite thermal pinnacle can be understood as the specific cases a physical processes
after an application of Stefan-Boltzmann's radiation theory. A satellite thermal pinnacle could be
a set of concave facets as a part of the sea surface waves concentrating at the related pixels in the
monitoring. A satellite thermal plateau could be formed by an ensemble of the set considered above
for the pinnacle. The author has to take it necessary to relate these processes to the meteorological
processes on the sea surface. Several cases of the interested processes were well related to an effect
of a set of wind induced waves radiated out of a distant storm (more than one thousand kilometer
far from the interested area) even in the satellite's foot print covering. Following the author's
satellite monitoring of the ocean front evolution, it is clarified that the front is an example of a line
where the waters converge to maintain the ocean front.

The author introduces an overview of the ocean front as a problem on convergent.

2. A KEY TO CONVERGENCE IN OCEAN

First, the author has to note a key to convergence in the ocean [lJ. Now, the knowledge of
hydrodynamics leads us to see where the convergent and divergent areas are existing in the ocean,
and to help our dynamical understanding of the motion of the global ocean. An understanding of
an ocean front might be a way to get a trigger for seeing the convergent line as the ocean front on
the sea surface. One of the ideas to this problem might be to consider a global circulation of the
ocean waters.
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That is to say, one of the most recent reviews on the global ocean circulation is noted a pattern
of surface ocean circulation combined to a deep ocean circulation. It is now understood as that
a significant convergent is seen in the area between Green Land and New Found Land on the
sea surface at the north arctic zone in the Atlantic. This convergence might be governed by the
transport of the tropical water by Gulf Stream and by the effect of latitudinal cooling of the water
at meeting the Arctic water. This could be understood as that of a specific example of the ocean
front formed by two waters of the Arctic water and of the tropical waters. This convergence is
connected to an area of water sinking down to form a deep water circulation. An estimated age
of the ocean water tells us that the oldest deep water is at the mid of the North Pacific. This
suggests us the ocean surface in the North Pacific must be the area of divergence. The author now
is facing to solve a local problem in relation to a global process of the ocean circulation referring
to the distribution of the ocean fronts as the convergent zones in the ocean.

3. OCEAN CURRENT

Pioneer work on the ocean current must be developed by Ekman, [2J. In order to see the ocean
current off the northwestern Pacific, Suda [3J had his energetics of the Qcean current. Sverdrup
et al. [4J noted his overview on "dynamics of ocean currents" in 1942. As for "the Gulf Stream" ,
Stomme [5] had given an overview. Following these works, the ocean current could be taken as a
geostrophic current. There has no attention had been no concept of "ocean front" which is formed
by a contact of the coastal and ocean waters.

in fact, the ocean front is just neighbor the ocean current. The ocean current is between the
coastal water and the ocean water. The author dare write that the ocean front has well found after
launching a satellite for monitoring the ocean surface.

4. SATELLITE MONITORING OF OCEANFRONT

As for the ocean front, satellite monitoring is an effective to see a thermal pattern time to time.
The recent advance of electronic techniques have been helpful for finding the ocean front evolution
as a physical process.

By this time, it had been discussed mainly about the variation of the ocean flow pattern for a
quick report in a purpose in hydrographic practice.

On the other hand, Grimsaw and Yi [6] developed their mathematical theory on evolution of a
potential vorticity front over a topographic slope. Adding to the above, Viera and Grimshaw [7]
discussed on topographic forcing of mesoscale phenomea in the ocean, for example, filamentations,
vortex formations and detachment.

Under the above noted satge, Kyoto University had developed a research project to use satellite
for monitoring ocean processes. The author had take part of this.project to start in 1980s. A
simple system of an antenna and data processing function for a personal computer, is introduced
for monitoring the ocean front evolution referring to the signals directly received at a station settled
on the coast facing the northwestern pacific.

5. OCEAN FRONT EVOLUTION

The author has found that the ocean front is approximately same location to the axis of the ocean
current. This makes us it easy to see the ocean current variations referring to the real time ocean
front evolutions which are reduced after processing the directly received satellite signals as the
satellite passing time just above the station settled on the coast.

Since the research project started, several interesting processes on the sea surface have been
found. One of the contributive results must be satellite thermal monitoring of storm flood spreading
around Kuroshio flow as the ocean current [8].

Successively, Nakamura [9,10] has presented his notice on shear flow effect to Kuroshio mean
dering in the northwestern pacific.

6. SATELLITE THERMAL PLATEAU AND PINNACLE

Monitoring of the satellite thermal ocean front, the author found satellite thermal plateau and
pinnacle in mid of the Pacific [for example, 11]. This pinnacle was found- under the normal operation
of the monitoring so that it could be realized as one of the physical processes.

It was realized that the satellite thermal plateau was an effect of the wind induced wave group
which was radiated out of the distant storm zone. In this case, the location of the storm (a storm
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growing to Typhoon in the Pacific) was more than 1000 km far from the monitoring station. The
meteorological factors support that the satellite thermal plateau was coincides well to the swell
propagating area between the storm and the station facing the ocean.

In the cold season of the Asian monsoon area, the satellite thermal plateau has been seen at
the northwestery when the atmospheric cold front is passing just neighbor the station. That time,
wind stress is a cause to induce a wind induced wave group off the coast of the down wind area on
the sea.

7. APPLICATION OF STEFAN-BOLTZMANN'S RADIATION THEORY

A physical background of the above noted process of the satellite thermal plateau and pinnacle
requires a set of concave wave facets with a focus just neighbor the sensor mounted on the satellite.
This is a necessary condition. So that it is necessary in order to identify the process relating to the
ocean surface waves.

Nevertheless, the other factor must be introduced to satisfy a required sufficient condition. For
this, an application of Stefan-Boltsmann radiation theory with an 1¥3sumption of the ocean surface
as a black body. When the radiation theory is applied to the concave wavfil facets noted above, the
satellite thermal plateau and pinnacle can be understood in the scope of physics. Although, the
author has to note that no reference data of waves is found for the satellite thermal pinnacle yet.

8. GLIMPSE OF OCEAN CIRCULATION

As stated above, ocean front is a line formed at meeting the coastal water and ocean water. The
line on the sea surface as an ocean front is in a process of evolution, though the process is not well
understood in a scope of geophysical dynamics.

Before the ocean front evolution is discussed, the scientists had have leaned that an ocean current
is exist in a belt zone between the coastal water and ocean water.

A history of the ocean expeditions undertaken by the research ship "Meteor" was the first project
covering the most area of the ocean in the world. The modern ocean surveys and the systematic
ocean observation by the ships and boats under the international co-operative project have been
undertaken to compile bathymetric pattern of the ocean waters. Nevertheless, the specific ocean
front has started in these years after the satellite operation for some monitoring of the ocean front
evolution.

The scientists know well that the ocean has a three dimensional structure. The understanding
of the updated ocean pattern might be seen, for example, what is described by Kuhlbrot et al. [lJ.
Then, the sink of the ocean in the world is in the arctic area near the Atlantic. The tropical warm
warm water is transported in the western part of the northern Atlantic, and the Atlantic surface
water is going down to form a deep sea current. This deep sea current be a current to pass along th~

western part of the Atlantic. In the deep layer of the Indian Ocean; this current is nearly parallel
to the south circum polar current in the surface layer. The Atlantic deep water get to the south
of the Pacific dissipating its dissolved oxygen, and flow across the equator to enter the deep basin
of the northwestern Pacific. The deep water in the basin of this area in the Pacific is understood
the oldest at present. When the transportation of the Atlantic surface layer is continued for a long
time, the deep water mass in the Pacific basin must increase, and this increase of the deep water
could be a trigger of a large scale upwelling of the upper warm water in the Pacific subtropical
water. This upwelling let to spread the warm water to the coastal zone. Then, the coastal water
meeting to the Pacific warm water may form a line of fluid convergent, i.e., the Kuroshio front
found in the northwestern Pacific, for example.

The minor Kuroshio flow variations might be governed by a condition of the tropical waters as
the source of Kuroshio to affect a climatologic effect. Another trigger effective to climate might be
the upwelling off the Peru, that is, named as "EI Nino" .

What the author noted above, it can be seen that there has been no interest for divergence of
the ocean water, even though this divergence is important as much as the convergence in the ocean
in a global scale. Now, the ocean front evolution is a glimpse of the ocean circulation even when
the pattern is occasionally distorted by the meteorological effect on the ocean surface area.

9. GLOBAL UNDERSTANDING OF OCEAN FRONT EVOLU'UON

With what the author has noted above, it can be seen that the ocean front evolution is a simple
convergent line, and only a glimpse of the ocean front evolution should be closely related to the
global process of the ocean circulation.
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10. CONCLUSION

An overview of the research on ocean front evolution is briefly introduced. This is a simple ocean
front evolution though the author takes it to be a glimpse of the ocean circulation of a three
dimensional process in a global scale. In the related history, the initial stage of the related research
had looked to be trivial for the human activity. Research on the ocean current has had helped
our understanding about what is the ocean just around the area of human activity. Monitoring of
satellite thermal pattern of the ocean front evolution has effective to see what process is actually
appearing on the sea surface. The compiled survey data and the satellite monitoring are more
effective to realize a three dimensional process of the ocean circulation. Increase of our experience,
knowledge, and systematic survey of the ocean surly lead to give us a key for the important
information about the global ocean circulation which is effective even to a glimpse of the variation
of the circulation.
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Monitoring of Satellite Thermal Pattern of a Drifting Ocean Front

s. Nakamura
Kyoto University, Japan

Abstract- This is a note to a drifting ocean front which had been observed during a monitoring
of an interested satellite thermal pattern. The pattern is obtained after processing a satellite
signal directly received at a station. The author notes a typical case of the ocean front estimated
out of the line found as a spacial maximum of thermal gradient on the sea surface. Spacial
thermal pattern of the sea surface temperature found in the satellite is usually in drifting. It is
now necessary what had been taken as an ocean front found by satellite monitoring. The pattern
of the ocean front reduced from the direct measurement of the ocean surface in-situ should be
considered in relation to the satellite thermal pattern of a drifting ocean front for effective data
utilization. What is noted above is in need for the next step of the research of global ocean
circulation in relation to the global warming effect. .

1. INTRODUCTION

This work concerns about a problem of drifting ocean front. The author has been studied on satellite
thermal pattern of a ocean front evolution as a part of the research project of Kyoto University.
After his works on the satellite thermal pattern as an approximate ocean front, it is necessary to
see what drifting pattern of the ocean front could be possible in a scope of hydrodynamics. The
author has thought it necessary to note now about-a problem of the ocean front which is taken as
a maximum thermal gradient on the sea surface in the foot print of the satellite monitoring sensor.
For this purpose, the author refers to the data which has had obtained by receiving directly the
interested satellite signal at the satellite passing time above his station. The author feels it also
necessary to note about the ocean front pattern obtained referring to the data in-situ obtained by
the survey ships.

This work is the first note to problem on drifting ocean front. What are noted in this text
must be in consideration at evaluating the global ocean circulation governed by the climate change
interaction.

2. OCEAN CURRENT AROUND OCEAN FRONT

It has been well understood that the ocean current on the sea surf~ce is only a part of the global
ocean circulation. This circulation should be understood as a three dimensional (3D) process now.
Nevertheless, the fact shows that the upper layer of the ocean has been seen after the air-sea
interaction on the sea surface under the earth's gravity field.

The ocean current in the surface layer is a densimetric property and strongly controlled by
the earth's rotation, and it has be~n taken as that the ocean current is geostrophic. Several
mathematical models had developed in order to demonstrate the intensified western boundary
current. The pattern of this current has been found ever by the ships' survey, for example, as the
"Gulf Stream" in the Atlantic or as the "Kuroshio" in the NW Pacific. In the area off the eastern
Australia, a similar intensified western boundary current has been found.

The ocean geostrophic current noted above is governed by the sea water density which is a
function of salinity and water temperature. The other minor factors is considered to be not so
effective for current pattern, though compressibility is effective for the sea water in the deeper part
under the surface layer.

3. OCEAN THERMAL FRONT

The ocean thermal front is formed by meeting of the waters in the coastal zone and in the ocean.
This means that the geostrophic current in the NW Pacific is an intensified western boundary
current. This current forms a part of ;'wind-induced circulation" in the upper layer. In this work,
a little consideration is pay for the water in the deeper part of the ocean.

As is known well for the ocean thermal pattern, the axis of the ocean current in the NW Pacific
is located just neighbor of the border of the two waters. The border is called as the "ocean thermal
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front" for convenience. The ocean thermal front can be easily monitored by an interested satellite.
The ocean thermal front is defined as the line formed by the thermal maximum gradient on the
ocean surface. This front can be monitored by the satellite.

Pattern of an ocean thermal front can be generally undulated. This front changes its spacial and
timely form as seen in the satellite monitored pattern. For example, this pattern could be described
boldly by a sinusoidal pattern on the ocean surface as seen A in Figure 1. In some drifting of this
front might be looked as if it were distorted a pattern shown in the right side of A in Figure 1.
There might be an unidentified forcing to the front.

4. PATTERN OF DRIFTING OCEAN THERMAL FRONT

A distorted pattern of the front is assumed to be shown as seen in B of Figure 1, for the author's
convenience. The cold and warm water masses, for example, is assumed to form a front on the
ocean surface. Then, thermal patterns along the transect M, N, P, Q, and R, can be shown as C in
Figure 1. As far as we concern the data in-situ observed by a ship, the thermal pattern in C should
be distorted if a drifting affecting the thermal pattern in B of Figt}.re 1. In fact, it takes a certain
time for ship's observation along the line of M, for example. The patter4 for M is a step pattern
demonstrating thermal gap at the location of the ocean thermal front. The pattern for R looks to
be same to the pattern for M. Though, the pattern N, P, or, Q is a little difference in pattern along
the corresponding line (cf. D in Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Evolution of a drifting ocean front.
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The author has understanding that a limited data only for the lines as the transects suggests
hardly to find a thermal pattern as assumed in B of Figure 1.

5. OBSERVATION BY FLOATING SURVEY SHIPS

In a case of the observation in-situ by survey ships, it takes a certain time to obtain the data, for
example, along the line M starting at a time on a day to get to the other end of the line M at
several hours or more. On the other hand, a satellite monitoring might have the necessary data
of the sea surface thermal pattern in the area covering the zone from the line M to the line R in
several minutes, for example.

In a several minutes monitoring, any drifting effect of the ocean thermal front might be not so
significant. Nevertheless, a time interval of several hours for completing an operation of observation
by ship in-situ has an inevitable drifting effect in the operation. Now, it must be aware of that any
one of the survey ships are floating and drifting. So that, positioning of any survey ship does not
mean the positioning of the actual observation at the time.

The author, here, has to notice that the operation ambiguity might be in the data so that it is
necessary for us to be careful at reading the several data sets in the interested area of the ocean
covering the drifting ocean front. .

6. INSTRUMENTATION ON BOARD FOR OPERATION

The author has to remark to positioning and timing for an operation of instrumentation. In fact, a
survey ship can get a data from the sea surface to the sea floor. Even though, it is hard to identify
the exact positioning of the location for operation under the sea surface referring to the precise
positioning of the survey ship.

For example, assume that an actual ocean thermal pattern is (A) of E in Figure 1. Drifting
effect might give us a data for another solution;· One of the possible cases might be as is (B) of E
in Figure 1. The other one might be as is the case (C) of E in Figure 1.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A problem of drifting ocean front is studied referring to the result of monitoring of satellite thermal
pattern of an ocean thermal front. A note on ocean current is given in relation to the ocean thermal
pattern. This makes us to refer to the satellite data for his monitoring of satellite thermal Imttern
of a drifting ocean front. An ocean front distorts after an shearing effect to the ocean front formed
between the two water masses. The ocean front has been taken as one of the related indices for
understanding the ocean currents around the front.

The ocean current is taken to be geostrophic. Geostrophic ocean current in the gravity field
is governed by the gradient of water density. This is mainly determined by the two factors of
salinity and water temperature. The interested ocean current should be understood in a scope of
geophysical hydrodynamics. Generally, the ocean front is evolving time to time so that its pattern
is not simple as the author's model. Though, it is important for us to realize ocean current after a
model.

Some specific thermal pattern along a section crossing the front might be well demonstrated by
a model. Even though, the author uses to trust a satellite thermal pattern on the ocean surface to
be true if the data in-situ at or in any part or point is well i<i€ntified.

The author raised a problem of ocean surface thermal pattern in-situ obtained by the survey
ships. Ambiguity of positioning in the ocean along a survey line might be caused by drift effect of
the ocean thermal front.

Essentially the satellite thermal pattern should be compared to the data on the sea -surface.
Nevertheless, the author has to notice aoout an "instrumentation effect". This effect controls the
accuracy of the data obtained on the sea surface.

An actual pattern might be obtained under a certain survey condition for a correct pattern.
Drifting effect of the ocean thermal pattern causes to get a degenerated or intruding pattern. It
is conditional what pattern is correctly found€d in the survey data on the ocean surface. Adding
to the above, the author has to notice that the ocean structure under the sea surface could give a
key to monitoring the drifting ocean thermal front by electromagnetic waves application. The key
must be effective to see the global warming control system.
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Monitoring of Satellite Thermal Pattern of Ocean Front in
Relation to a Double Diffusion Process

s. Nakamura
Kyoto University, Japan

Abstract~After monitoring of satellite thermal pattern of an ocean front evolution, the author
has had a step to see a double diffusion process on an interface related to an ocean front evolution.
This double diffusion process is significant in the ocean, though it is enough to consider a simple
diffusion process in the coastal water or in the riverine water. Some note is given to have a key
to understand the process under the sea surface even referring to a satellite thermal pattern of
an ocean front evolution.

1. INTRODUCTION

This work concerns a problem on monitoring of satellite thermal pattern of an ocean front evolution
in relation to a double diffusion process found just around an interested front. As is well understood,
this ocean front is formed by a contact of the two waters in the coast and in the offshore zone of
the ocean.

Double diffusion process seems to be a specific process though there are many cases just like to
the case in the ocean. Exactly, a diffusion process of a mixture of many elements in the natural
processes as a multiple diffuse process. For simplicity of the problem here, the author would
introduce a simplified case of a specific double diffusion found in the ocean. That is, a double
diffusion found just around an ocean front in evolution.

This case could be helpful for the other similar cases found in nature or in some artificial cases.
What is introduced here in this work could be a key to solve "double diffusion" in a scope of
generalized physical process which could be expressed to realize by application of a mathematical
technique.

2. SPECIFIC PROPERTY OF OCEAN WATER

As has been well understood by this time, the ocean water contents in the ocean controls the density
of the water. Several ions. of the inorganic elements, the dissolved materials and the suspended
materials are the contents of the ocean water. The ocean scientists have had taken conveniently
that any ocean water sample could be specified by the two main factors, the salinity and the water
temperature. These two factors determine density of the water in the ocean surface layer. As for
a case of deep sea, compressibility of the ocean water is important. This means that the motion of
the ocean water could be a densimetric motion in the gravity field of the Earth. With the ocean
survey for a long time of many years, it has been introduced a double diffusion process as a fluid
mechanics during a period of 1990s in a scope of hydrodynamics.

3. DIFFUSION PROCESSES

Each of the salinity and the water temperature has a diffusive property respectively. It is understood
that the diffusivities of the two factors, i.e., of salinity and of water temperature.

A formulation for each interested diffusion process is simple. Usually an equation expressed as
follow is taken to be a starting to analyze and solve a diffusion process, that is,

d(8, T)/dt = 8(8, T)/8t + u\1(8, T) = -\1(h;\1(8, T)) (1)

where, salinity and temperature are denoted as "8" and "T" in a vector velocity field of ocean water.
Timely derivative and spacial derivative are expressed as "d/dt" or "8/at" and "\1", respectively.
A coefficient of diffusion is denoted as. "h;" .

Mathematical form of the equation is essentially same for each case of 8 and T. Though there is
some difference of the value of h; for 8 and for T. It should be aware of that salinity is an index of
material contents (solvents and supended). So that, "diffusion" of 8 is a process of some material
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translation processes. As for the temperature, the "diffusion" of T is for a thermal energy transfer.
With this, it should be introduced;;, for Sand;;, for T, respectively.

Nevertheless, actual process in the ocean is not so simple so that it is difficult to see the processes
of Sand T at the same time at an instant.

Adding to the above, the two diffusion processes interact each other. That is, one of a typical
double diffusion process.

At present stage, the scientists in the fields of oceanography have never had any idea for applying
several contributions on double diffusion in the fields of fluid mechanics.

4. PHENOMENOLOGICAL NOTICES

Essentially, this difference of the two factors raises some problem of double diffusion in a scope of
fluid mechanics. Dynamics of ocean front evolution has been studied as a simple process of the
water density. In ocean, density of the water in the ocean is easily defined by the two factors at
formulating water motion in the ocean under the earth's gravity field.

An ocean front is evolving at any time and at any location. The author has had introduced a
model for an ocean front evolution for a purpose of his realizing what tqermal pattern found on
the sea surface after monitoring by using his simple system for directly receiving a satellite signal
at a time just passing above his station settled on the coast facing ocean.

In the author's experience, it is easy to monitor thermal pattern on the sea surface when a
satellite monitoring technique is applied and it is hard to find salinity distribution even on the
ocean surface after any available sensor mounted on a satellite. Salinity observation is possible if a
sensor has a much higher resolution. Then, the author has to consider another available technique
to see the ocean front evolution. .

The author considers fortunate or unfortunate when the most effective factor for monitoring the
ocean surface thermal pattern is to apply a satellite monitoring of a real time signal.

5. SATELLITE THERMAL MONITORING

Boldly, a thermal factor is the most effective for finding the ocean front evolution which is found
between the coastal water and ocean water. A case of the monitored thermal patterns monitored
in an area of the NW Pacific in practice, could be seen by a simple model with an understanding
of classic hydrodynamics, though to the details it must be referred to an advanced contributions
in geophysical hydrodynamics. Another specific example is an eddy and a front monitored in the
area of the NE Atlantic. Formulation of the water motion may be simple in form when one factor
may be enough to consideration. In some specific cases, information of salinity is important for
analyzing salt finger or salt lens in relation to the Mediterranean outflow. Nevertheless, the author
has to note here no existing satellites is for the author's purpose of detecting any structure of the
water motion under the ocean surface even around an interface as tHe extension of the ocean front
on the ocean surface. What is noted above is left to be discussed in future in relation to any process
found in the global ocean circulation in order to obtain a key to global warming control system.

6. OCEAN FRONT EVOLUTION

As stated above, we have to work to contribute for our dynamical understanding of ocean. For our
present understanding of this problem, it is strongly expected to have an advanced technique for
monitoring the ocean surface.

At present, a combined system is available for the author's purpose and our promotion for the
much more advanced understanding of the ocean.

Now, the author feels it necessary to introduce you an outline of oceanography which might help
us to find a key to promote our research work in the world.

In figllr~ 1, ~ sim~lifiM illustration is introduced. At the top (A), a specific example of the
OPfl~P.frOPtflyo.llftiop l.s shown...WMffi &p4 ~old o.cean w.aters forms an ocean front which is evolving.

Therrp.al pattern along Rtr&nsect (\'f tq q" /ln4 \'S to R") of a survey ship is shown in a
simplified fonn,IpcWlfl ~f A ip figure t, th~ eyqlqtion Pfocf3ss might be as shown as an adiabatic
process (liee ~ hi f1gure 1). NflyertheJess, actl~~l p&Hem pptRlped by observation is affected by
cop~uctiop /lnp qoqpleqiff4s1on prpCeSses to finql} P.~ttl'lffl (see din Figure 1). What noted above
ls fpf~hfl oce~n. ~lH'ffU1f Pl}ttfH~, T4\s p'&ttern pml1d be reaHzed when t1 satellite thermal pattern.

1» th~ PWie ~ !fhown ill' FigUre 1, the lqf~tions,P, Q, R, and S, might be plotted on a ST-diagram.
In D of Figure 1, the ST-diagram tells us dlat conduction and diffusion might be important at
understanding the ocean to the details. In Figure 1 (see D), a parameter a t (sigma-t) shows
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Figure 1: Double diffusion process during an ocean front evolution.

isopicnalline. When sigma-t=O for cold water and sigma-t = 1 for warm water, an water particle
at P have various paths to get to R in the area even in the square formed by PQRS. In order to see
what path is actually found, a dynamical model should be developed in order to predict what path
is for the minimum energy loss of a interested water particle moving, for example, from P to R. In
order to get a proper dynamical model, an advanced formulation sliould be found for in practical
applications.

However, the ocean has a three dimensional structure. The structure is not so simple. In the
surface layer of the ocean (for example, a case of mid-latitude zone), vertical structure of salinity
and temperature could be demonstrated as shown in E of Figure 1. This shows a simplified example
of some specific observation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the author has introduced a double diffusion problem as a key to obtain an advanced
understanding of the ocean. For this purpose, it is effective to utilize the satellite thermal pattern
of real time which is reduced by a personal computer system which helps to receive directly the
interested satellite signal in need.
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